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In Mobile Performance Marketing (MPM), monetary compensation only occurs when an advertise-

ment results in a conversion (e.g., sale of a product or service). In this work, we propose an Intelligent

Decision Support System (IDSS) to automatically select mobile marketing campaigns for users. The

IDSS is based on a computationally efficient mobile user conversion prediction model that assumes a

novel Percentage Categorical Pruning (PCP) categorical preprocessing and an online deep Multilayer

Perceptron (MLP) reuse model (MLPr). Using private (non publicly available) business MPM data

provided by a marketing company, the MLPr model outperformed an offline multilayer perceptron and

a logistic regression, obtaining a high quality class discrimination when applied to sampled (85% to

92%) and complete (90% to 94%) data. In addition, the MLPr compared favorably with other Machine

Learning (ML) models (e.g., Random Forest, XGBoost), as well as with other deep neural networks

(e.g., diamond shaped). Moreover, we designed two strategies (A — best campaign selection; and B

— random selection among the top candidate campaigns) to build the IDSS, in which the predictive

deep learning model is used to perform a real-time selection of advertisement campaigns for mobile

users. Using recently collected big data (with millions of redirect events) from a worldwideMPM com-

pany, we performed a realistic IDSS evaluation that considered three criteria: response time, potential

profit and advertiser diversity. Overall, competitive results were achieved by the IDSS B strategy when

compared with the current marketing company ad assignment method.

Keywords: Big Data; Categorical Transformation; Classification; Conversion Rate (CVR); Deep Mul-
tilayer Perceptron; Intelligent Decision Support System (IDSS).
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1. Introduction

The Internet worldwide expansion has created huge marketing opportunities, such as im-

proving marketing campaigns for e-commerce applications1, obtaining consumer profiles

from Facebook2 and even to detect possible malicious website links3. In particular, the mas-

sive adoption of 4G or Wi-Fi connected smartphones and tablets has increased the value of

Mobile Performance Marketing (MPM). This domain contains specific characteristics that

distinguishes it from other digital marketing forms (e.g., Email or social media marketing).4

Firstly, it is specifically addressed to mobile devices. Secondly, financial remuneration only

occurs when an advertisement performs well (e.g., there is a product purchase). Thus, real-

time bidding is implemented by using a Demand-Side Platform (DSP) that matches users to

ads.5,4 The DSP is used as a broker between publishers and advertisers. Publishers are web

content owners or creators (e.g., online games, news portal) that attract a massive audience

of users. The web content is financially supported by using dynamic link ads provided by

the DSP. Before accessing the web content, users are required to click the dynamic ad link.

Once the link is clicked (redirect event), the DSP diverts the client to a particular advertiser.

When there is a conversion (sales event), the DSP returns a percentage of the sale revenue

to the publishers. A DSP typically generates big data, due to its worldwide usage and high

velocity in which the ad clicks are generated. Under this context, a key DSP issue is the

prediction of the user Conversion Rate (CVR), often modeled as a binary classification task

and where the goal is to estimate if there will be a purchase when the user clicks a dynamic

link and then views an ad.6,7,8

Within the mobile performance marketing domain, the user CVR prediction goal is a

complex real-world task due to six main reasons. First, it involves big data, since typically

millions of clicks are generated every hour. Second, only a tiny amount of user clicks are

converted into a sale. Third, and in contrast with other digital marketing CVR prediction

tasks (e.g., marketing web page), a limited set of data features is available due to technolog-

ical constraints and privacy issues associated with the mobile devices and DSP platform.

For instance, web page ads often use cookies to store the history of an individual user

but this mechanism is not available when working with DSPs and thus it is not possible

to identify a single user. Fourth, data features are mostly categorical, often presenting a

large cardinality with hundreds or thousands of levels. Fifth, there are market dynamics

over time, such as DSP technological changes, addition of new publishers, advertisers and

campaigns. Sixth, there are DSP response time constraints (e.g., the DSP analyzed in this

paper requires a user ad selection within a time limit of 10 ms).

As detailed in Section 2, the generic digital marketing user CVR prediction task has

been mostly modeled using linear models (e.g., logistic regression), assuming the one-hot

categorical encoding and static offline learning environments. Also, most studies focus

only on classification performance but not on computational effort, which is a critical issue

within the mobile performance marketing domain, since DSPs require constant model up-

dates and real-time predictions (due to the already mentioned market dynamics and DSP

response constraints). Finally, the majority of the related work addresses only the user CVR

prediction task. Thus, there is scarce focus on how the predictive models can be integrated
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into a DSP, in order to automatically perform user to ad matches and provide a business

value.

In Matos et al.,9 a deep multilayer perceptron model was proposed for mobile user CVR
prediction, outperforming the logistic regression algorithm when working with sampled

data, collected in the year 2018. The model used a newly proposed Percentage Categori-

cal Pruned (PCP) categorical encoding and was adapted to work in dynamic environments

(reuse model), allowing constant updates through time. In this paper, we present a rather

extended version of our previous work9 and that covers the whole research performed to

design an Intelligent Decision Support System (IDSS)10 capable of providing value for the

MPM domain. In particular, we test the proposed deep learning model with more recent

(purely unseen) and complete big data that was collected in the year 2019. Moreover, we in-

tegrate the obtained data-driven deep model into an IDSS, allowing to realistically simulate

the deep learning usefulness for the MPM domain. More specifically, the proposed deep

learning method is adapted for a real-time user ad selection, under two selection strategies:

A - best campaign selection; and B - random selection among the top candidate campaigns.
The two IDSS strategies are compared with the ad matching procedure currently adopted

by the analyzed DSP (a worldwide mobile marketing company), in terms of three MPM

business domain criteria: response time; potential profit, in terms of expected increase of

sales; and advertiser diversity, measured in terms of campaign Variety and a proposed True

Saved Space indicator. The goal is to show that the proposed IDSS can provide value for

the MPM domain by increasing its financial remuneration while maintaining an interest-

ing advertiser diversity, which can benefit several DSP stakeholders (e.g., DSP company,

publishers, advertisers).

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works in the field

of user CVR prediction. Next, Section 3 details the DSP collected data, categorical trans-

formation, prediction methods and evaluation procedure. Then, Section 4 presents the ex-

perimental results. Next, Section 5 discusses the main research and practical implications.

Section 6 presents the conclusions and future work directions. Finally, Appendix A presents

the list of all acronyms used throughout this work.

2. Related Work

The state-of-the-art works are summarized in Table 1 in chronological order. Each study

is characterized in terms of: if the Mobile Performance Marketing (MPM) was addressed;
the task Type (CTR – Click Through Rate or CVR); Goal (e.g., BC – Binary Classifica-
tion); Categorical Processing Method (CP); Machine Learning (ML) algorithm and type
of learning (Offline or Online); and evaluation procedure (Eval.) andMeasure.
In online advertising, there are two main prediction tasks: Click Through Rate

(CTR),11,8 predicting if an ad link is clicked when a user views a webpage or app; and

CVR,7 estimating if there will be a sale when an ad is viewed. Under the analyzed MPM

domain, the CTR probability is always 100% since users need to click an ad before access-

ing the publisher content (e.g., news portal). Thus, it only useful to perform the user CVR

prediction task in this domain. Besides our approach, there is only one study that addresses
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the MPM domain.6 It should be noted that DSP Data is very sensitive due to business is-

sues and thus similarly to our approach, Du et al.6 worked with private (non publicly avail-

able) datasets. Turning to the modeling Goal, the majority of the related works assume
a Binary Classification (BC). In a few cases, a regression modeling (Reg.) is used (e.g.,
12,13), where a regression (numeric output) ML algorithm and measure (e.g., RMSE – Root

Mean Squared Error) is adopted to model or evaluate a user CTR or CVR class probability

(∈ [0.0,1.0]). We highlight that showing only a predictive CTR or CVR value is not enough
to demonstrate the utility of the ML models in their application domain. As explained in

Section 1, the computational effort and business value of the ML models are two impor-

tant dimensions that also impact the MPM domain. To measure these dimensions, besides

addressing the BC goal, in this work we assume a novel realistic DSP simulation (sim.)

that considers our proposed CVR ML model (under two campaign selection schemes). In

the related work, there was only one study that also performed a realistic digital marketing

simulation,14 but not for the MPM domain.

Regarding the ML algorithms, the CTR and CVR prediction tasks have been mostly

performed by using models that assume a linear correlation between the input features,15,6

such as linear Poisson regression16 and Logistic Regression (LR).14,13,17 Since 2014,

more flexible learning methods were proposed, such as: CTR – Gradient Boosting De-

cision Trees (GBDT)14; and CVR – GBDT18 and Random Forest (RF).6,13 Due to the

remarkable success of deep learning in several competitions (e.g., computer vision, natu-

ral language processing)19, these models were recently proposed for CTR15,20,11,8,21 and

CVR7,22,21 prediction, under distinct learning architectures: ResNet and Convolutional

Neural Networks;11 deep multilayer perceptrons;15,20 and Entire SpaceMulti-TaskModel.7

Our previous work9 was the first study that proposed deep learning for mobile per-

formance marketing user CVR prediction. It also addressed other relevant issues that are

reflected in Table 1:

• Most CTR or CVR prediction studies tend only to consider prediction classifica-
tion measures and not the computational effort.6,15,7 For instance, the deep learn-

ing models proposed in15 are more complex than the LR method, although the

classification only improved slightly (e.g., 0.1 percentage points). In contrast, we

assessed the obtained deep learning models regarding predictive performance and

computational effort.

• Most studies only consider static offline learning scenarios by using a single ran-
dom (H1) or temporal (T1) train and test holdout split.14,6,15,7 In contrast, we used

a realistic Rolling Window (RW) scheme, which considered several training and

test iterations through time, to evaluate the all data-driven models. We have also

proposed a reuse learning mode that is more suited for dynamic time changes

(Online learning), since it learns from previously trained neural networks.

• Most CTR or CVR works use the popular one-hot encoding (1H) to handle cat-
egorical inputs,14,6,15,7 which heavily increases the computational effort for high

cardinality input features. Instead of using the standard one-hot encoding, we pro-
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Table 1. Summary of the related work.

Study MPM Taska Goalb CPc MLd Offline Online Eval.e Measure f

16 CTR BC 1H
LR,

LPR
� H1 AUC

14 � CTR
BC,

Sim.
1H

LR,

GBDT
� T1

AUC,

RMSE

6 � CVR BC 1H
LR,RF,

NB
� T1 AUC

15 CTR BC
1H,

Emb. Layers

MLP,

FM, LR
� n.d. AUC

12 CVR
Reg.,

BC
1H

EC,

GBDT
� � Hn

PR,RC,

MAPE

17 CVR Reg. n.d.
LR,

MF
� H1

RMSE,AUC,

NDCG

20 CTR BC 1H
MLP,

LR
� � Hn

AUC,

LogLoss

7 CTR,

CVR
BC 1H

MLP,

GBDT
� H1 AUC,F1

11 CTR Reg. 1H
CNN,

MLP
� H1 MSE

22 CTR BC 1H EM-DL � T1 AUC

21 CTR,

CVR
BC LE

RNN,

CNN
� T1

AUC,

ACC

8 CTR BC 1H
MLP,

AutoGroup
� H1

AUC,

LogLoss

13 CVR Reg. n.d.
LR,RF,

DT
� H1

RMSE,MAE,

ACC,F1

This work � CVR
BC,

Sim.
PCP MLP � � RW

AUC,CE,CVR (%)

TSS,Entropy

a CTR – Click Through Rate; CVR – Conversion Rate.

b BC – Binary Classification; Reg. – Regression; Sim. – Simulation.

c n.d. – Not Disclosed; LE – Label Encoding; 1H – One-Hot Encoding; PCP – Percentage Categorical Pruning.

d AutoGroup – Automatic Feature Grouping; CNN – Convolutional neural network; DT – Decision Tree; FM – Factorisation

Machine; EC – Evolutionary Computing; EM-DL – Ensemble Model - Deep Learning CNN + RNN + MLP; GBDT – Gradient

Boosting Decision Tree; LPR – Linear Poisson Regression; LR – Logistic Regression; MF – Matrix Factorization; MLP – Multi-

layer Perceptrons; NB – Naive Bayes; RF – Random Forest; RNN – Recurrent Neural Network.

e n.d. – Not Disclosed; H1 - single random Holdout train and test split; Hn - multiple random Holdout train and test splits; RW –

Rolling Window; T1 - single Time ordered holdout train and test split.

f ACC – Accuracy; AUC – Area Under Curve; CE – Computational Effort; CVR (%) – Conversion Rate percentage; F1 –

F1-Score; MAE – Mean Absolute Error; MAPE – Mean Absolute Percentage Error; MSE – Mean Squared Error; NDCG – Nor-

malized Discounted Cumulative Gain; PR – Precison; RC – Recall; RMSE – Root Mean Squared Error; TSS – True Saved Space

.
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posed a new variant termed PCP transform that substantially reduces the memory

and computational requirements of the predictive models (see Section 3.2).

While presenting novel features, our previous work9 contained two main limitations.

First, it analyzed only sampled data, collected in 2018 by using a developed data stream

engine. The sampled data, termed collected data, contained a higher sales ratio than what

would be expected to occur with the real DSP. This issue was handled by creating another

dataset, called realistic, with an undersample of the sales events. Nevertheless, such un-

dersampling is synthetic and does not accurately reflect the true data distribution values

(see Table 2). Second, and similarly to other related works, it did not realistically mea-

sure how the predictive models could be used in a real DSP environment to select mobile

advertisements for users. This paper extends our previous work by handling both these

limitations (the last row of Table 1 summarizes the novel aspects of our approach). Rather

than working with sampled data, we had access to larger and complete datasets, collected

in the year of 2019. Furthermore, we perform a realistic DSP simulation that considers

our best user CVR prediction model (when using the sampled 2018 data). Using a rolling

window scheme, the model is iteratively trained and tested through time using the com-

plete 2019 DSP data. Besides measuring the predictive performance (AUC), we also track

the computational effort and relevant business indicators, such as CVR (%) and ad diver-

sity measures (e.g., TSS). In particular, we propose two strategies to make use of the deep

learning user CVR prediction model, defining an IDSS that is capable of assigning users to

ads in real-time.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Mobile Marketing Data

We worked with data from OLAmobile, a worldwide mobile performance company re-

sponsible for its own DSP. The analyzed DSP records two main event types: redirect, each

time a user clicks a dynamic ad; and sales, when there is a conversion. Also, it works under

two traffic modes: TEST – used to measure the performance of new campaigns; and BEST

– with only the best TEST performing ads and that corresponds to most of the DSP data.

We designed a data stream engine that allowed us to collect sampled data during a two

week period, starting at 30th May of 2018. Since we worked with sampled data, the sales

ratio is much higher than the expected real DSP ratio (e.g., 32% for collected BEST, as

shown in Table 2). Therefore, in9 we handled this issue by creating a realistic dataset, in

which we randomly undersample23 the number of sales obtained in the collected data such

that a more realistic ratio is obtained: 1.5% for BEST and 0.5% for TEST traffic. More

recently, we had a direct access to the complete from the company via a datacenter avail-

able on an Amazon server. The complete data includes all events received by the company

between November 15th, 2019, and November 18th, 2019, for the BEST and TEST traffic

modes. Table 2 summarizes the main characteristics of the DSP datasets. While related

with a smaller time period (four days), the complete data contains a much higher number

of examples, with millions of redirects and thousands of sales.
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Table 2. Summary of the mobile marketing data.

Fetch method Year Period Name Mode Nº no conversions Nº conversions

sampled 2018 2 weeks

collected
TEST 290,279 (90.7%) 29,599 (9.3%)

BEST 328,028 (67.7%) 156,637 (32.3%)

realistic
TEST 290,279 (99.5%) 1,600 (0.5%)

BEST 328,028 (98.5%) 4,847 (1.5%)

complete 2019 4 days complete
TEST 2,283,725 (99.0%) 22,769 (1.0%)

BEST 4,076,375 (97.2%) 112,532 (2.8%)

Due to technological limitations and privacy concerns, the number of useful features

is quite limited in this domain and corresponds to the attributes shown in Table 3. The at-

tributes are related to different entities (column context): users, advertisers and publishers.
All data attributes are categorical. Some features present a high cardinality (e.g., ad cam-

paign). It should be further noted that DSPs tend to evolve through time, resulting in several

data features changes. In the considered DSP, the city attribute was available in 2018 and

thus used in9,24. Yet, this data attribute was discarded from the DSP in 2019 and thus it is

not included in the complete data. As explained in Section 1, the MPM domain includes

several dynamics over time, including DSP technological changes, which often impacts

on the types of features collected. In our view, the removal of the city attribute from the

complete 2019 data does not constitute a comparison study limitation. Rather, it consists

of a real-world example of the DSP feature collection dynamics. And if the proposed user

CVR model provides consistently high quality prediction results in both datasets (2018 and

2019), then this would be an interesting indication that the model is more robust to DSP

changes.

Table 3. Summary of the DSP data attributes.

Context Attribute Description (a – TEST traffic, b – BEST traffic) Sampled Complete

user

country user country: 198 to 225 levels (e.g., Russia, Spain, Brazil) � �

city user city: up to 13423 levels (e.g., Lisbon, Paris) � �

region region of the country: 23 levels (e.g., Asia, Europe) � �

browser browser name: 14 levels (e.g., Chrome, Safari) � �

operator mobile carrier or WiFi: up to 448 levels (e.g., Vodafone) � �

advertiser

vertical ad type: 4 to 12 levels (e.g., video, mainstream, dating) � �

campaign ad product identification: up to 1741 levels � �

special smart link or special offer: up to 1101 levels � �

publisher
account publisher type: 8 to 10 levels (e.g., app developer, webmaster) � �

manager publisher account manager: 10 to 34 categorical levels � �

target Y if there is a conversion: 2 levels (no, yes) � �
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3.2. Data Preprocessing

Most CVR works adopt the one-hot encoding to transform This transform assumes one

binary input per categorical level. For instance, the three levels {“a”,“b”,“c”} categori-
cal attributes into numeric ones.6,15 can result in the following one-hot encoding: “a” →
(1,0,0), “b”→ (0,1,0) and “c”→ (0,0,1). However, as explained in Section 2, one-hot en-

coding creates a vast amount of inputs when the attribute cardinality is high, resulting in

more computational effort (in terms of memory and training time) for the machine learning

algorithms.

One-hot encoding is a widely used categorical transformation that is very sim-

ple to implement and thus it is used in diverse studies concerning CTR or CVR

prediction.16,14,6,15,12,7,11,22,8

However, high cardinality input features often present a long tail effect.25,26 Thus, when

applied to these features, the one-hot encoding creates computational issues concerning

storage and sparseness that are dealt in some studies by using deep autoencoders to prepro-

cess the data.25 However, these autoencoders introduce a significant overhead since they

entail a previous computational training phase (for the data preprocessing step) prior to the

application to the predictive learning task. Furthermore, the MPM area is highly volatile

and these attributes change quickly, which would require a continuous retraining of the

autoencoders. Another alternative is to assume similarities among the string categorical

values, such as by adopting a min-hash encoder.26 Yet, this assumption is only valid in

some specific domains (e.g., when encoding a job, the numeric value for “police aide”

should be close to the value assigned to a “police officer”), which is not the case of the

MPM domain, since it assumes mostly computer generated codes.

In the analyzed mobile marketing domain, there are several high cardinality features

that are very sparse. Thus, in 9 we proposed the use of the PCP transform, which is a

reduced form of an one-hot encoding. It works by first sorting the feature levels according

to their frequency in the training data. Then, the least frequent levels (summing up to a

threshold percentage of P) are merged into a single category denoted as “Others”. Similarly
to the one-hot transform, this category is also used to represent unseen levels in test data.

Finally, the one-hot encoding is applied using the reduced set of levels, which includes the

most significant levels and the “Others” label.

The goal of the PCP transform is to substantially reduce the input memory and pro-

cessing requirements while keeping the most relevant levels. For instance, the effect of this

preprocessing method is exemplified in Fig. 1 for the campaign attribute, which as a total of

1,268 distinct levels for the TEST traffic. For this attribute and when P = 10%, PCP selects

only the most frequent 141 levels (dashed vertical line in Fig. 1), merging the other 1,127

infrequent levels into the “Others” label. Thus, the PCP transform results in a total of 142

binary inputs (141 + “Others”), which is much less than the 1,268 binary inputs required

by the standard one-hot transform (reduction of 1268−1421268 = 89%).

The advantage of PCP over other encoding methods (e.g., autoencoders) is its simplic-

ity, since it prunes a large number of infrequent values and it does not entail a large pre-

processing effort. Moreover, it is a more universal transform (in contrast with the min-hash
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encoder), since it enforces no constraints on the types of attributes used.

Finally, even though embedding layers were are also considered in CTR works15, it

was used to process textual data, such as comments, reviews or keywords. In our case

this approach is not useful since none of the DSP data attributes are related with textual

features. As shown in Table 3, we only analyze categorical features (handled by using the

PCP transform).

0
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00
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0 200 400 600 800 1000

Fig. 1. Example of advertiser campaign most frequent values for TEST traffic (x-axis shows only the 1,000 most
frequent levels of a total of 1,268 categorical values; y-axis presents the frequency of the x-axis levels).

3.3. Multilayer Perceptrons

In this work, we handle the user mobile marketing CVR prediction as a binary classifica-

tion task by adopting a Deep Learning model based on Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), also

known as Deep Feedforward Neural Network (DFFN).19 We assume this learning model

for the user CVR prediction of the MPM domain because when compared with other bi-

nary classification algorithms (e.g., LR, NR, DT), deep learning models (including DFFN)

tend to provide better predictive performances when fed with big data.27,28,29 In effect,

deep learning methods have obtained competitive results in a diverse range of classifica-

tion competitions.19 The adopted MLP consists of a fully connected network with several

hidden layers. Each node in one layer contains only direct weighted connections to the

nodes of the next layer. It should be noted that MLP is a popular deep learning architecture

for modeling tabular data15,20,21, which corresponds to our case (see Table 2). While there
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are other types of Deep Learning architectures, they tend to work better with other input

attribute types, such as images (CNN) or temporal data (RNN).

Let (L0,L1, ...,LH ,1) denote a vector with the layer sizes, where L0 = I is the input
layer size, H is the number of hidden layers, and there is one output node. Each MLP node

computes:

zk:m, j = wm:0, j +∑i∈{1,...,Lm−1}wm:i, j ·ak:m−1,i
ak:m, j = f (zk:m, j)

(1)

where zk:m, j denotes the weighted sum of the j-th node of layer m and for example k, wm:i, j

the weight connection from node i (of previous layer) to node j (of current layer m), am, j

the activation value for the same node and f the activation function. The wm:0, j weights are

known as bias. For the input layer (m = 0), ak:0,i = xk,i (the input values).

The design of the MLP structure often involves heuristics and trial-and-error

experiments.19,29 Since the number of inputs is quite large in this domain and there is

just one output, in this work we opted to use a a triangular shaped MLP, in which each

subsequent layer size is smaller: L0 > L1 > ... > LH > 1. A geometrical expression was

used to set the triangular shape of the number of neurons in each layer:

Lm = L1 ·αm−1 (2)

where m ∈ {1, ...,H} represents the number of the hidden layer and α denotes a constant
multiplier value. The advantage gained is that it is easier to set the full triangular MLP

structure by fixing a few parameters: L1, α and H.
Based on the results of previous experiments, as presented in Table 5, we decided to

use the same structure as presented in9,24. This structure assumes a large number of layers,

which is justified by the theoretical and empirical evidence that depth provides learning

benefits.19,30,28,31,27 Thus, our model has a fixed MLP structure with L1 = 1024, α = 0.5

and H = 8: (I,1024,512,256,128,64,32,16,8,1). In all hidden layers (m ∈ {1, ...,8}) we
used the popular ReLU activation function, due to its fast training and good convergence

properties.19,31

During the training phase, we used the AdaDelta gradient function,32 which is an ef-

ficient stochastic gradient decent method.33 We used two approaches to avoid overfitting:

dropout and earlystopping. Dropout randomly ignores weighted connections and it was

applied on the hidden layers m = 5 and m = 7 with the values of 0.5 and 0.2. Earlystop-

ping was performed by monitoring the binary crossentropy loss function on a validation set

(with 30% of the training data). The training algorithm was stopped when the validation er-

ror increased or after a maximum of 100 epochs. Table 4 summarizes the MLP architecture

and training setup.

The reset mode follows a standard offline learning procedure where a new MLP model

is fully initialized with random weights when new training data is available. In contrast,

the proposed reuse approach assumes an online learning approach. Thus, the weights of the

previously trained MLP are first stored. As previously explained, new training data often

contains unseen input levels (e.g., new ad campaign). If that is the case after preprocessing

the data (e.g., one-hot or PCP), then the corresponding new input nodes and weights (using
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Table 4. Summary of the main characteristics of the proposed deep MLP.

Architecture:

LLL1
Hidden
layers (H)

Dropout
layers

Dropout
values

Hidden layer
act. function

Output layer
act.function

Structure

1024 8 2
0.5 (m=5)
0.2 (m=7)

ReLu Sigmoid (I,1024,512,256,128,64,32,16,8,1)

Training: Loss Function: Binary crossentropy Optimizer Function: Adam Number of Epochs: 100

random initialization) are added to the previously trained MLP model. Fig. 2 exemplifies

this procedure by showing the first two MLP layers when one input level (node I from
layer m = 0) is added under the reuse mode. Next, the whole new MLP is retrained using

the AdaDelta gradient function.

w
First Hidden Layer

w1:0,1

Input Layer

1:1,1

...

m =0

...

=1m

a
k:0,2

a
k:0,1 1

1

1

2

L1

a
k:0,I I

...

...

weight/node

new
weight/node

previous

Fig. 2. Example of a new input level added during the reuse mode.

Once an accurate user CVR predictive model is build, it can be used to assign adver-

tisements to users. When a user triggers a redirect event, the publisher and user context

is known (Table 3). Thus, the DSP task is to select the “right” advertisement from the set

of active advertisements: A ∈ {a1,a2, ...,anA}, where each advertisement (ai) is defined in

terms three attributes: vertical, campaign and special. Let pi denote the predictive conver-

sion probability for the advertisement ai. In this work, we devise two main strategies to

assign advertisements to users:

A - the best advertisement, set in terms of best the triple (vertical,special,campaign) that,

when associated with the current publisher and user context, produces the highest

conversion probability (argmax(pi));

B - performs a random selection within the top B = 10 best advertisements (the ones with

the highest pi values).

The A strategy will result in a higher conversion rates and thus the expected profit. How-
ever, it also tends to select a smaller diversity of campaigns, thus being associated with a

smaller range of products and advertisers. By including some randomness in the campaign

selection procedure, the second strategy (B) will increase the diversity of the assignment
campaigns, making the DSP less dependent on a just a few advertisers.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the rolling window procedure.

3.4. Evaluation

In this work, we compare several ML models,three that were proposed in9 (two deep learn-

ing modes, namely MLP reset and reuse, and a baseline LR model) and five other ML

algorithms commonly adopted by the related work. The learning models were trained and

evaluated by using the robust rolling window validation34, that simulates a real classifier

usage through time, with several training iterations and test updates (Fig. 3). In the first

iteration (u = 1), the classifier model is adjusted to a training window with the W oldest

examples, and then predicts T test predictions. Next, in the second iteration (u = 2), the

training set is updated by discarding the oldest S records and adding S more recent ones. A
new model is fit, producing T new predictions, and so on. We assume a sliding window step
of (S = T ), which producesU = D− (W +T ) model updates (training and test iterations),
where D is the data length (number of examples). To aggregate all u ∈ {1, ...,U} execution
results, we compute the median and average of the iteration values.

The analyzed DSP datasets are related with two different time periods (Table 2): two

weeks (sampled) and four days (complete). Therefore, the rolling window procedure as-

sumes two setups. For the collected data, the procedure is controlled by the number of data

examples, withW = 100,000, T = S = 5,000, resulting inU =38 toU =75 model updates

(depending on the analyzed {collected,realistic} and {TEST,BEST} combination). As for
the complete data, we adjusted the rolling window to be controlled by fixed time periods,

which is more close to what would occur in a real DSP environment. Thus, the training

window corresponds to all training examples produced during a two-day period, while the

predictive model is tested on a hourly basis. This leads toU = 48 training and testing model

updates.

During the execution of the two main rolling window procedures, we store the com-

putational effort (time elapsed, in seconds), which is aggregated by considering average

values. The predictive classification performance was measured using the receiver operat-

ing characteristic (ROC) curve and the well known Area Under the Curve (AUC) indicator

on the rolling window test data.35 It is common to interpret the quality of the AUC values

as36: 0.5 – equal to a random classifier; 0.6 – reasonable; 0.7 – good; 0.8 – very good; 0.9

– excellent; and 1 – perfect. The overall AUC value is obtained by computing the median

of the rolling window iterations. In this case, we use the median because it is less sensitive
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to outliers when compared with the average. Moreover, it is adopted by the Wilcoxon non

parametric statistic,37 which is used to check if paired median differences are statistically

significant.

The second rolling window experiments, using the complete and more recent DSP

data, are also used to simulate the advertisement selection and compare the proposed IDSS

strategies (A and B) with the OLAmobile DSP assignment method (termed O strategy).

The IDSS strategies use the selected user CVR prediction model to estimate the expected

conversion probability pi for a candidate advertisement ai. In each iteration of the rolling

window, the hourly test data is used to define the set of active advertisements (A, total of nA

distinct values). Moreover, the same test data is used to define the redirect context (user and

publisher attributes). We further note that the target output (Y ) of the test data corresponds
to the O strategy selection. The OLAmobile method selects the campaign that achieved

the highest average past sales for a user context (the four user attribute values from Ta-

ble 3). When a user arrives for the first time to the DSP, the selected campaign is the most

profitable one, generally the first row of the fixed table. Recurrent visits of the same user,

result in moving down on that table, which means moving to the second most profitable

campaign, then the third one and so on.

During the advertisement selection experiments, we record the computational effort (in

ms). One important restriction of the DSP is that a dynamic link needs to be issued within

a maximum response time of 10 ms. We also measure the conversion probability (pi),

assigned to the selected advertisement (ai). Finally, we compute two diversity measures:

Variety and True Saved Space (TSS). Let X =< x1,x2, ...,xT > denote a sequence that con-

tains the assigned advertisements for the T test set user redirects, where xi ∈ {a1, ...,anA}
(e.g., X =< a1,a2,a1,a3,a2, ... >). The Variety is a simple indicator that counts the number
of distinct advertisements that are included in X . As for TSS, it is a newly indicator that is
based on the information entropy concept proposed by Claude Shannon38:

H(X) =−
nA

∑
i=1

P(X = ai) log2(P(X = ai)) (3)

where P(X = ai) ∈ [0,1] is computed as the proportion of ai assignments included in X .
The entropy computes the number of bits necessary to represent information and it is often

used as a diversity measure. The higher the entropy, the more diverse is the X distribution.
However, this entropy depends on the number of possible outcomes. In our case, this cor-

responds to the number of active advertisements (nA), which varies every hour during the

rolling window simulation. To handle this issue, we propose the TSS measure that com-

putes the percentage of saved space when compared with the equally probable assignment

method (the most diverse scenario):

T SS = 1− H(X)

log2(nA)
(4)

where H(X) is the entropy of the analyzed campaign distribution and log2(nA) is the en-

tropy for the equally probable assignment. The lower the T SS value, the higher will be the
diversity of the strategy.
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4. Results

All experiments were implemented in Python, using the popular Keras library39. The cat-

egorical processing was executed using a newly implemented Python module, named Cat-

egorical Attribute traNsformation Environment (CANE)40. We used a 2,3 GHz Intel Core

i9 processor, where each classification experiment was executed in a unique core.

4.1. User CVR prediction results (sampled data)

In this subsection, we present the initial DSP user CVR prediction results that were ob-

tained when using sampled data from the year of 2018. Table 5 shows the results that

were obtained in9 in terms of predictive accuracy (median AUC of the test sets produced

by the rolling window procedure) and computational effort (average preprocess, train and

test time, in seconds). Using the sampled datasets, several configurations were compared:

two preprocessing methods (1H - one-hot encoding; PCP); two conversion/redirects ratios

(collected and realistic); two traffic modes (TEST and BEST); and three machine learning

algorithms (LR - Logistic Regression; MLP reset - a new MLP is trained in each rolling

window iteration; and MLP reuse – which retrains the previously used MLP). The best

overall results were obtained by the PCP MLP reuse model (with the setup presented in

Table 4 and henceforth denoted as MLPr), allowing to obtain a much faster model (when
compared with 1H) while achieving a high quality classification discrimination (AUC val-

ues).

Next, we extend the 2018 data user CVR prediction comparison study by consider-

ing five additional ML methods often adopted by the related CTR and CVR prediction

works (e.g., see Table 1): NB, DT, RF, GBDT and XGBoost (XG). The five ML methods

were adopted assuming their default hyperparameter values, as implemented in the scikit-

learn and XGBoost Python modules.41,42 In this comparison, we assume the same rolling

window procedure (as executed in Table 5) and consider two types of DSP traffic (TEST

and BEST) from the 2018 collected datasets (which includes a larger amount of redirect

records). Also, for all ML methods we employ the PCP input categorical transform, in or-

der to provide a fair comparison with the selected PCP MLP reuse method (MLPr). The

ML comparison results are presented in Table 6, which confirms that the selected MLPr

model is competitive and valuable for the MPM domain. For both traffic types (TEST and

BEST), MLPr provides the highest median AUC value with statistically significant dif-

ferences when compared with all other ML methods (the only exception is for RF and

BEST traffic). Moreover, the MLPr model is computationally lighter when compared with

RF (second best AUC performing method), requiring around six time less computation.

Furthermore, it should be noted that MLPr is the only method in the comparison that is

naturally suited for online learning, which is an important aspect given the dynamics of the

MPM domain data.

4.2. Deep learning hyperparameter study (sampled data)

When assuming deep learning models, there is a large set of hyperparameters that need

to be adjusted for a specific task (e.g., adopted neural network structure, learning algo-
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Table 5. Results obtained in our previous work (best value per dataset is signaled by using a boldface font).

Median Average
Preprocess Data Traffic Model AUC Effort (s)

1H

collected

MLP reset 0.90ac 205.45

TEST MLP reuse (MLPr) 0.92c 152.63

LR 0.72 142.31
MLP reset 0.88ac 228.26

BEST MLP reuse (MLPr) 0.89c 140.96

LR 0.78 132.79

realistic

MLP reset 0.76c 131.49
TEST MLP reuse (MLPr) 0.88bc 134.87

LR 0.51 144.38

MLP reset 0.82c 123.04

BEST MLP reuse (MLPr) 0.86c 127.03

LR 0.53 124.82

PCP

collected

MLP reset 0.88ac 21.12

TEST MLP reuse (MLPr) 0.92c 16.93

LR 0.67 16.79
MLP reset 0.88ac 21.64

BEST MLP reuse (MLPr) 0.88c 14.98

LR 0.77 13.99

realistic

MLP reset 0.77c 14.56
TEST MLP reuse (MLPr) 0.85bc 14.75

LR 0.50 15.68

MLP reset 0.80c 12.62
BEST MLP reuse (MLPr) 0.85c 12.67

LR 0.50 12.80

a - statistically significant when compared with MLP reuse.
b - statistically significant when compared with MLP reset.

c - statistically significant when compared with LR.

rithm and its stopping criteria, how to handle overfitting). As explained in Section 3.3,

the selection of these hyperparameters is often based on heuristics and trial-and-error

experiments.19,29 The particular setup for the proposed MLPr model was obtained in9

by executing preliminary trial-and-error user CVR experiments using older sampled data

(collected before May 2018). The experiments included different triangular structure and

dropout combinations (e.g., L1 ∈ {1000,1024}, dropout rates ∈ {0.2,0.3, ...,0.5}). The fi-
nal MLPr setup was obtained by monitoring the AUC value on the preliminary test sets. We

highlight that this MLPr setup provided high quality results for all 4 sampled datasets (e.g.,

collected TEST) from Table 5. Nevertheless, to further back up the MLPr model selection,

in this section we perform an additional hyperparameter study, which compares several
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Table 6. Comparison of selected MLP reuse (MLRr) model with other ML methods (best value per traffic type is

signaled by using a boldface font).

Traffic Learning
Mode

Model Median
AUC

Average
Effort (s)

TEST offline

NB 0.68 1.62
RF 0.88 104.98

DT 0.82 29.47

GBDT 0.87 104.19

XG 0.87 5.16

online MLPr 0.92a 16.93

BEST offline

NB 0.66 0.87
RF 0.88 88.90

DT 0.85 5.53

GBDT 0.86 84.70

XG 0.86 4.18

online MLPr 0.89b 14.98

a - statistically significant when compared with other ML models.
b - statistically significant when compared with NB, DT, GBDT and XG.

MLP structures and dropout selections. Given the large number of selections involved, and

to reduce the computational effort, the comparison assumes the average execution of three

runs (training and test evaluations) for the first rolling window iteration data, using 2018

collected data and the PCP transform (as in Table 6).

Table 7 presents the distinct MLP structures that were compared. Column Model as-
sumes in general the form MLPH, where H denotes the number of hidden layers. In par-

ticular, we have created several triangular MLPs (using Equation 2) with a varying number

of hidden layers (H ∈ {1,5,8,11}) by fixing several α and L1 parameters (as shown in Ta-
ble 7). We also defined a diamond shape MLP H = 8 structure (MLP8d), similarly to what

was proposed in,15 which includes three growing hidden layer sizes (first α= 1.1) and then

four decreasing hidden layers (second α = 0.6). The distinct MLPs were trained similarly

to the proposed MLPr setup, which included the AdaDelta gradient function, early stopping

with 0.5 and 0.2 dropout values applied on the 4th and 6th hidden layers (when available).

TheMLP structure comparison results are shown in Table 8, revealing that the proposed

model (MLP8) provides the best overall AUC values when considering both traffic types

(TEST and BEST). The MLP8d and MLP11 structures also provide interesting predictive

results (2 percentage points inferior for the TEST data, similar performance for BEST

traffic) but at the expense of slightly higher computational requirements. In effect, more

memory is needed to store the MLP8d and MLP11 networks. Also, these models tend to

require more computation, although this behavior is not visible for MLP11 and TEST data.

We note that due to the early stopping mechanism, it can occur that larger MLPs end their
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Table 7. Distinct MLP structures that were compared.

Model H ααα LLL1 MLP structure

MLP1 1 — 103 (I,103,1)
MLP5 5 0.25 1024 (I,1024,256,41,16,4,1)
MLP8 (MLPr) 8 0.5 1024 (I,1024,512,256,128,64,32,16,8,1)
MLP8d 8 (1.1, 0.6) 1024 (I,1024,1127,1240,1363,1024,615,369,222,1)
MLP11 11 0.65 1024 (I,1024,666,433,282,183,119,78,51,33,22,14,1)

training before smaller MLPs.

Table 8. Comparison of MLP structures (AUC and effort values are computed as the average of three runs; best

values are signaled by using a boldface font).

Traffic Model AUC Effort (s)

TEST

MLP1 0.87 11.94
MLP5 0.87 12.23

MLP8 0.90 21.52

MLP8d 0.88 22.20

MLP11 0.88 20.51

BEST

MLP1 0.87 11.82
MLP5 0.87 12.77

MLP8 0.88 18.61

MLP8d 0.88 26.30

MLP11 0.88 19.49

Next, we compare several dropout combinations by performing a 0.1 increase or de-

crease in the MLPr selected values (0.5 and 0.2). Table 9 presents only the average AUC

results, since the computational effort values were similar for all explored combinations

(overall average around 20 s). The obtained results show that the selection of the “right”

dropout values is not a critical factor that strongly influences the user CVR prediction

performance, since several combinations provided similar results. More specifically, the

(0.5,0.3) setup obtained the worst performances, while there are two interesting combina-

tions, the proposed (0.5,0.2) setup and also the (0.4,0.3) combination, that resulted in the

highest AUC values for both traffic datasets (TEST and BEST).

As a final note, we would like to stress that hyperparameters adopted by the model pro-

posed in this work (MLPr) were selected using preliminary sampled data (collected before

May 2018). Without further tuning the MLPr model, it consistently provided high quality

prediction results for both traffic types (TEST and BEST) when applied to newer sampled

data (collected in May 2018, Table 5) and even more recent complete data (collected in
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Table 9. Dropout combination comparison (AUC values are computed as the average of three runs; best values

are signaled by using a boldface font).

Traffic Dropout
combination

AUC

TEST

(0.4,0.2) 0.90
(0.4,0.3) 0.90
(0.5,0.2) 0.90
(0.5,0.3) 0.86

BEST

(0.4,0.2) 0.87

(0.4,0.3) 0.88
(0.5,0.2) 0.88
(0.5,0.3) 0.87

November 2019, as shown in Section 4.3). Such consistency attests the MLPr model as a

very robust setup for the analyzed DSP domain. This probably occurs due to the AdaDelta

training algorithm, which empowers the MLPr model to produce a superior user CVR per-

formance when applied to different DSP dynamics over time. In particular, we highlight

the MLPr TEST performances (e.g., Table 6 and Table 8). The analyzed DSP uses a purely

random ad selection method when working with this traffic, which results in a much lower

conversion rate (CVR%, which is 1.0% for TEST versus 2.8% for BEST, Table 2). By ap-

plying sooner our MLPr model, there is a potential to divert more traffic into the BEST

mode, thus increasing the overall CVR%.

4.3. IDSS simulation results (complete data)

In this section, we present the results of the realistic IDSS simulation described in Sec-

tion 3.4. Given Table 5 results, we have selected the MLPr model, which was further ap-

plied in this paper to the more recent and complete 2019 data. In these experiments, the

rolling window assumes fixed time periods, with a two-day training window and an hourly

testing. The obtained results are shown in Table 10. The complete datasets involve large

training sets. On average, 1.5 and 0.9 millions of records are used to train the BEST and

TEST traffic predictive models. Nevertheless, the required computational effort is reason-

able, requiring around 162 and 107 seconds to process and train two days of complete DSP

data. Moreover, an excellent predictive discrimination level was obtained by the reuse deep

learning model (MLPr), obtaining AUC values of 90% (BEST traffic) and 94% (TEST

data). We note that the deep learning model was designed in9 using sampled data from the

year of 2018. When applied to the complete and more recent data (year of 2019), the same

deep structure kept the same high quality user CVR discrimination level, confirming that

the proposed model is robust to dynamic changes.

The MLPr data-driven model was used in the advertisement assignment experiments.

The analyzed average number of redirects and active advertisements are shown in Table 10.
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Table 10. Rolling window results for the MLPr model and complete DSP data (average values over all U = 48
iterations).

BEST TEST

Preprocess Effort (s) 50.11 30.06

Training Time (s) 111.62 77.15

Training set size 1,573,742 903,213

Test set size 60,778 34,916

Active campaigns (nA) 107 146

AUC 0.90 0.94

The ad assignment comparison is presented in Table 11. In the table, the Time measure

refers to the computational effort (in ms) that is required to process a single redirect and

perform an ad assignment. Both IDSS strategies (A and B) are fast, requiring around 4
ms, which is around half the DSP time limit of 10 ms. The CVR measures the estimated

average conversion probability (in %). As expected, the conversion rates are higher for

BEST traffic when compared with the TEST data. Overall, the best conversion is provided

by the greedy A strategy, followed by the second IDSS method (B). The CVR differences
are statistically significant when compared with the DSP strategy (O). The obtained gain is
8 (BEST) and 3 (TEST) percentage points when comparing A with O, and 5 (BEST) and
2 (TEST) percentage points when comparing B with O. On the other hand, the diversity
measures (Variety and TSS) position the DSP assignment method (O) as the more diverse
one, followed by the B strategy, which is more diverse than A.

Table 11. Advertisement assignment comparison (average over allU = 48 iterations).

A B O

BEST TEST BEST TEST BEST TEST

Time (ms) 3.933 4.183 3.935 4.215 - -

CVR (%) 12.38 4.47 9.45 3.17 4.06 1.42

Variety 46 29 78 68 440 587

TSS 0.67 0.77 0.45 0.5 0.37 0.32

The final selection of the best DSP ad assignment method requires setting the right

trade-off between conversion and diversity. Higher conversion methods will increase the

revenue for the advertisers, publishers and DSP company. On the other hand, less diverse

methods will reduce the number of advertisers and sold products, while also increasing the

irritation of users (e.g., showing often the same ad). The obtained results were shown to

the analyzed DSP company, which provided a very positive feedback and favored the B
strategy as an interesting conversion versus diversity trade-off. Furthermore, in the com-
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plete 2019 datasets the TEST traffic corresponds to around 35% of the DSP redirect events.

This type of traffic produces a much lower CVR (1.0%, Table 2) given that it is currently

associated to a wider range of ads and a random DSP ad assignment method. By using the

proposed MLPr model and B strategy, there is a strong potential in a real environment to
either enhance the TEST CVR rate or to reduce the amount of redirects analyzed under

TEST mode.

5. Research and Practical Implications

In terms of research implications, this work demonstrates the usefulness of deep multi-

layer perceptrons to model the user CVR prediction task associated with the MPM do-

main. Indeed, when compared with state-of-the-art ML algorithms (e.g., LR, RF, GBDT,

XG), the proposed MLPr obtained better user CVR predictive performances. Furthermore,

this study has shown that the proposed PCP categorical encoding is also valuable for the

MPM domain, which contains several categorical inputs with a high cardinality. Moreover,

the MLPr model can be trained with big data while requiring an affordable computational

effort (e.g., 111 s when fitted to 1.5 million DSP records). Also, the fitted MLPr can be

adopted for a real-time DSP user ad assignment. In particular, when employing the B strat-
egy (random selection among the top candidate campaigns), the proposed MLPr model can

produce an interesting campaign conversion rate while maintaining a higher ad selection

diversity. As for the newly proposed TSS measure, it consists of a scale independent mea-

sure of ad selection variety based on the percentage of saved space. While we only have

shown its usefulness for the MPM domain, we believe it is a valuable diversity measure for

other marketing application domains.

As for practical implications, we recommend an IDSS for the MPM domain that in-

cludes the MLPr model, preprocessed with the PCP transform, and associated with the B
user ad selection strategy. As shown in this study, such IDSS is expected to highly benefit

marketing companies that manage DSPS, producing an potential increased user conver-

sion. Potential beneficiaries include also the other DSP stakeholders: advertisers – since

they can increase their sales; publishers – since they will receive a higher revenue for the

same user audience; and even users – since they will view ads that are more related with

their preferences.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have worked with recent MPM big data provided by a marketing

company (OLAmobile), conducting several computer simulations for user campaign selec-

tion based on deep learning MLP models. Using several business datasets (sampled and

complete), collected in distinct years (2018 and 2019), we compared several preprocess-

ing methods, ML algorithms and MLP configurations. Consistent high quality user CVR

discrimination results were achieved by the proposed online MLP reuse (MLPr) model.

Moreover, the MLPr was adapted to perform real-time advertisement assignments based

on two strategies: A - selection of the highest conversion probability ad; and B - random
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selection within the top ten candidate ads. When compared with the current DSP com-

pany assignment method, the MLPr based B strategy obtained a significantly higher user
CVR and an interesting ad diversity usage. The obtained results were shown to the MPM

company, which provided a positive feedback. Indeed, in the future, the company plans

to implement the proposed method in their DSP, which would allow us to attest the con-

version and diversity performance in a real-world environment. We also intend to explore

eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) techniques43,44, and cluster based analytics45 to

better understand and assess the decisions performed by the user CVR predictive models

and analyze subpatterns of the data that could be used to infer CVR behaviors and identify

potential sales. Also, there is the possibility to implement incremental learning methodolo-

gies onto the proposed system similar to Tie et al. work46 given the highly dynamic MPM
environment.
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Appendix A. Acronyms Used

Tables 12 and 13 present the full list of acronyms used in work.

Table 12. List of acronyms.

Acronym Description

1H One-hot encoding

ACC Accuracy

AutoGroup Automatic Feature Grouping

AUC Area Under Curve

BC Binary Classification

CANE Categorical Attribute traNsformation Environment

CE Computational Effort

CTR Click Through Rate

CVR Conversion Rate

DFFN Deep Feedforward Neural Network

DL Deep Learning

DSP Demand Side Platform

DT Decision Tree

EC Evolutionary Computing

EM Ensemble Model

F1 F1-Score

FM Factorization Machine

GBDT Gradient Boosting Decision Tree

H1 Single random Holdout train and test split

Hn Multiple random Holdout train and test splits

IDSS Intelligent Decision Support System

LE Label Encoding

LPR Linear Poisson Regression

LR Logistic Regression

MAE Mean Absolute Error

MAPE Mean Absolute Percentage Error

ML Machine Learning

MF Matrix Factorization

MLP Multilayer Perceptron

MLP1 Multilayer Perceptron with 1 Layer

MLP11 Multilayer Perceptron with 11 Layers

MLP5 Multilayer Perceptron with 5 Layers

MLP8d Multilayer Perceptron with 8 Layers Diamond Shaped

MLPr MLP reuse
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Table 13. List of acronyms (Table 12 continued).

Acronym Description

MPM Mobile Performance Marketing

MSE Mean Squared Error

n.d. Not Disclosed

NB Naive Bayes

NDCG Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain

PCP Percentage Categorical Pruned

PR Precison

RC Recall

Reg. Regression

RF Random Forest

RMSE Root Mean Squared Error

ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic

RNN Recurrent Neural Network

RW Rolling Window

Sim. Simulation

T1 Single Time ordered holdout train and test split

TSS True Saved Space

XAI eXplainable Artificial Intelligence

XG Xgboost


